Travel With A Purpose!
Travelers, volunteers, and students can expect a life
changing experience by combining culture, philanthropy, business practices, and personal growth with
the adventure of world travel. The team will work with
Habitat for Humanity in their mission to eliminate poverty housing and homelessness throughout the world.
This team project will play an integral part in helping
future homeowners develop self-sufficiency by working
along side them as they build. Likewise, a portion of
the trip fee goes towards eliminating the expense of
building the home. The work of Habitat is neither a
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guides the families in need to a long-term affordable
housing solution that is sustainable.
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tation. The working title is: The Effects of Volunteerism on the Volunteer: Regarding Teamwork and Lessons Learned That Transfer to the Workplace. Get
more information at: www.JeanAnnFrench.com.

Romania –November 3-10 2007
11/2

Depart for Budapest

11/3

R&R in Budapest & spend the night

11/4

Van transfer to Cluj & welcome dinner

11/5-9 Work on site w/ evening cultural events
11/10

R&R to Turda Gorge and Salt Mines

11/11

Transfer to Budapest for departure 11/12

Project Team Leader:
Jean Ann French
Jean Ann received her MBA in
Marketing from City Univ. (2005)
and is currently finishing her DBA
in Marketing at Argosy University, Seattle. Her dissertation is
on Corporate Social Responsibility. Jean Ann has worked in corporate &
nonprofit; most notably with Habitat for Humanity. Jean Ann has successfully lead five
Global Village tours:

 2000—Portugal—7 volunteers










2001—Costa Rica—10 volunteers
2002—New Zealand—17 volunteers
2003—Thailand—13 volunteers
2007—Ecuador—10 volunteers

Professor/Co-Leader:
Dr. Kylene Quinn
Dr. Quinn received her PhD in
Marketing from Dublin University. Kylene has a solid 24
year background of teaching
at the college level and consulting with major corporations. While teaching at City U, she traveled with Jean Ann to
Thailand for a Habitat Build and more recently, Ecuador March 2007. Being an experienced traveler and a professor with Argosy U,
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Kylene is now certified as a GV Team Leader
and is planning for 2008!

Cluj-Napoca, Romania—The Site
The new project, for 2007, is the construction of 2 rows,
each with 8 apartments and 5 houses for a total of 26
families. The house has timber framed walls and trusses
with tile roof; stucco on exterior and drywall on interior;
A Habitat unit includes 3 bedrooms, a kitchen and a
bathroom. Another project option is the rehabilitation of
apartments, which would allow for working indoors.
Teams work with site supervisors and homeowners.
With skilled constructions workers leading the volunteers, travellers do not need construction experience.
Also, a translator will be on site.


 The work schedule varies according to activities






planned for each day, but the approximate workday
is from 8:30AM to 4:00PM (a half hour for the lunch
break).
It is requested that the volunteers bring and donate
some basic tools such as: hammer, nail apron, tape
measure, utility knife, chalk line, and gloves.
The appropriate dress for the worksite: jeans, Tshirt and sturdy shoes.

Contact: frenchja@comcast.net /425-891-3086 - KyleneQuinn@aol.com /425-829-8782

